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The Policing Question: Protection vs. Service In 2020
Prof. Harold McDougall1

The protests sparked by the murder of George Floyd have highlighted some of
America’s unique challenges. Our culture is shadowed by racial and ethnic subordination, patriarchy, and gun violence. Some feel privileged by our culture, others do not.
The police are often called upon to manage disputes and conflicts between and within
these two segments of the population.2
Members of the “in-group” see the police as their allies, even as their servants,
calling the police when they feel their “proper place” is under attack or threatened.3 4
On the other hand, members of the “out-group” often see the police themselves as a
threat. Our gun culture makes the whole situation much more volatile.
What happens to “protect and serve” under such conditions?
PROTECT WHO?
Protecting the in-group at the expense of the out-group has resulted in an increasing level of aggressiveness, even militarization of the police5, as well as a number
of secondary effects such as the explosion of the prison population and a spike in civilian deaths. There are many proposals emerging to address this problem, arrayed along
a spectrum from reforming, restructuring, and defunding the police to abolition of
policing altogether. The abolitionist group Critical Resistance has a chart surveying such
proposals according to the degree to which they reduce police funding, reduce the
numbers of police, and/or challenge the belief that policing as presently constituted
makes us safer.6 Their chart has been widely circulated, even picked up and reproduced
by a writer for the New York Times. 7
Reform
There were a number of reforms in place before the murder of George Floyd,
many of them in Minneapolis itself. These include body cameras, community policing,
retraining, and civilian review/oversight boards. Critical Resistance dismisses all these
as insufficiently moving the dial. Alicia Garza of Black Lives Matter, on the other hand,
supports civilian review boards, providing they have teeth—the power to hire and fire
police officers.8
Restructuring
Since the murder of Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery and Breonna Taylor, a number of
more fundamental proposals have entered the conversation. These include prosecuting
officers who physically violate citizens, 9 denying them administrative leave, confiscating their pension benefits and preventing their rehire by other departments. 10 In some
cases, individual officers face personal liability in civil damage suits.11
Restructuring approaches also include the demilitarization of the police, ending
the “1033” program that transfers surplus U.S. military hardware to police departments12 and curbing overtime pay for participation in military training and exercises.
Such limits become even more important as veterans of present-day occupations such as
Iraq and Afghanistan join the force, particularly if they learned there to fear “locals,”
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shoot first, and ask questions later.13 A century’s worth of embellishment by sensationalist TV fare and Hollywood action films has exacerbated the situation,14 celebrating a
problematic “warrior cop” syndrome15 which has been part of police culture since departments studied the military occupation of the Philippines.16
With all these parallels and connections to the military, it is interesting that a critical feature of the armed forces—accountability to civilian authority—does not, as a
practical matter, apply to the police.17 “Qualified immunity” (courtesy of the U.S.
Supreme Court18) and the power of police unions are key factors here. Might a civilian
review board with teeth introduce accountability to desirable levels?
Critical Resistance supports all of these restructuring tactics (though it feels
prosecuting “bad apples”19 doesn’t go far enough).
Defunding
Defunding, favored by Critical Resistance, is not abolition. Instead, it means reductions in police budgets (which in some cases constitute a third of municipal expenses) in favor of greater investment in improving social, economic, and health conditions
in underserved communities.20 This is especially pressing as neoliberalism increases
“precarity” in low-income and minority neighborhoods, privatizing schools and hospitals, and spiking unemployment, poverty, and evictions. Princeton professor KeeangaYamahtta Taylor warns that neoliberal elites are using police to manage the crises and
conflicts their policies inevitably cause.21 Even some police officers concede that “policing was never meant to solve all those problems.”22 (I recently explored these and related topics with Professors Erik Girvan23 and Angela Addae24 of the University of Oregon
School of Law, who have engaged with local law enforcement regarding social justice
concerns and possibilities for funding community-based programs and services under
Oregon’s 2013 Justice Reinvestment Act.)25
Abolition
The most radical solution presently being discussed, favored by Critical Resistance and similar groups, is to dismantle the police force entirely.26 Professor Alex Vitale’s book on this topic, The End of Policing, 27 has gained a lot of attention, even in the
mainstream media. Mariame Kaba and others stress that policing is not the entrenched
cultural artifact we often experience, but rather began with slave patrols in the South
and units formed to control rebellious workers in the North.28
Presumably, abolitionists would replace the police with community and/or citizen patrols.29 Seattle’s Capitol Hill Occupied Protest zone (or “CHOP”) experiment approximated this approach.30 It has been closed down, however, due to alleged violence
in the area. 31 Still, a great deal of interest remains in “residents and local organizations
[‘policing’] their own neighborhoods and control[ling] violence — in a way that builds
stronger communities,”32 presumably with “anti-precarity” community investment.
Backlash
Set against all attempts to change or modify policing is the power and resilience
of police unions, 33 which are heavily involved in local politics.34 Minneapolis Police
Union President Bob Kroll has become an emblem of this form of resistance.35 A further
question is where the union movement in general comes out on this issue.36 There are
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also concerns about “strikes”--police disengagement or “de-policing.”37 (A number of
Atlanta police officers failed to show up for work after Officer Garrett Rolfe was
charged with murder in the death of Rayshard Brooks, for example.38)
What’s Next?
Democratic Party politicians like Joe Biden, Stacy Abrams, and Jim Clyburn favor
reform.39 Others, like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, are talking about restructuring and
even defunding.40 There are even some Republicans entertaining reformist approaches—Tim Scott seems to have found his voice on racial matters, for example.41
Yet the two parties seem unable to move forward even in areas where there is
some agreement.42 A dramatic resolution from the Minneapolis City Council calling for
the defunding of their city’s police after the Floyd murder43 seems to have stalled. 44
Berkeley, California recently passed a reform measure to take police out of traffic stops
and enforcement and replace them with staff from a newly-formed “Department of
Transportation.” The police budget would be reduced accordingly. Some community
members feel the proposal does not go far enough; the police are opposed.45
DOING A REAL SERVICE
But what about “serve?” Presently, the in-group feels free to call upon the police
to solve truly minor problems, in which no law has been broken, often involving issues
beyond present police training. This puts a burden on the police force, diverting time
and resources which might be better utilized to fund needed change.
The out-group, on the other hand, is very reluctant to call the police for service,
for the simple reason that they experience police entering their communities only in
“protect” mode, and it’s certainly not to protect them.46
Suppose we focused on the “service” function separately from “protect”-- a “motion to sever” in parliamentary terms, betting that the “serve” divide is narrower than
the one emerging around “protect?” Perhaps some agreement could be fashioned to
strengthen “serve” standing alone, creating an effective, parallel institution that serves
only. If it works, the resulting consensus might push critical “protect” improvements
forward. 47
Some municipalities have already made progress in this direction. 48
In Eugene, Oregon, Crisis Assistance Helping Out on the Streets (CAHOOTS)
“serves” by providing 24/7 mobile crisis intervention. CAHOOTS teams of medical and
mental health workers answer emergency calls, provide immediate stabilization, and
follow up with assessment, information, referral, advocacy and transportation to the
next step in treatment where needed.49 They respond for suicide prevention, conflict
resolution, substance abuse assistance, housing crises, resource connection and referrals,
first aid, and non-emergency medical care. In the last year, CAHOOTS teams answered
17% of the local police department’s overall call volume with only 2% of the police department’s annual budget. They saved the city millions of dollars as well as dramatically reducing the number of armed police interventions.50
Policymakers everywhere are calling for such “rapid response” social workers,
including mental-health care and addiction teams.51 The growing chorus includes Minneapolis groups like Black Visions Collective and MPD 150.52 Even President Trump has
suggested social workers begin to accompany police on certain calls. With such emerg-
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ing consensus, it is surprising that the details of transferring police “service” functions
to municipal employees such as social workers and mental health workers has not been
more closely examined.
I find myself drawn to an updated and localized version of FDR’s Civilian Conservation Corps,53 expanded to cover environmental protection, community development, mediation of disputes, and assistance with the social safety net. I would call this
the Civilian Community Service Corps (CCSC).
Here are some examples of roles CCSC members could play.
“Rapid response” mental health care, addiction aid, and social work is already on
the table. But CCSC community organizers could dig deeper, addressing systemic, underlying conditions as well as emergencies.54 This work would involve economic and
social development. That means food, agricultural and energy coops; housing construction and renovation;55 apprenticeships and job training; knowledge collectives like the
Algebra project56; afterschool programs, and other school support.57 Social safety net advocates could help people navigate the complex bureaucracies of social security, unemployment insurance, Medicare and Medicaid.
Family and neighborhood dispute mediators could reduce violence preemptively, without the use of force. Mobile physician's assistants, e-linked to medical doctors
and EMTs for feedback and direction, could help improve cardiovascular health, diet,
dental health, vision, and more.
But unlike present social workers, EMTs and the like, Corps members would be
required to live in the community they serve. Emphasis would be placed on recruiting
from the community, especially “boundary crossers, “networkers, and “go-to” people.58
This approach could build both trust and social capital in affected neighborhoods.
This avoids the problem that social workers and mental health workers can be
just as removed from the communities they serve as the police. However, racism and
patriarchy can affect their judgment as well. What is the likelihood that a Black child
will be separated from their family by a social worker as opposed to a white child, for
example? What are the chances that a Black person with a mental illness will be diagnosed as a danger to themselves and others, as opposed to a white person with similar
symptoms? On the bright side, at least social workers are not armed.59
Other problems remain to be addressed.
Where will the money come from? Local politicians and bureaucrats, DAs, and
police leadership form an establishment of sorts that is invested in the present distribution of public money remaining undisturbed.60 They may be willing to consider transferring problems that do not involve incapacitating violent offenders to a CCSC,61 but
might be unwilling to see the police budget reduced accordingly. They might even balk
at creating a separate funding line for such a venture. Federal dollars might be needed
for a truly comprehensive approach, recollecting FDR’s Civilian Conservation Corps,
which was also a job creation program, much needed in the COVID-19 era.
Finally, the presence of a CCSC could affect the balance of political power on the
local level, giving rise to even stronger opposition from the local establishment. The War
on Poverty, which promoted “maximum feasible participation of the poor,” was shut
down for this very reason, and supplanted by a “Model Cities” program placed directly
under local establishment control.62
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The questions of accountability to the community, funding, and the balance of
power means organized community power (what I have elsewhere called “civic infrastructure”63) would be required to conceive, promote, and protect the CCSCs. To such
ends, John McNamara evokes “Sociocracy”64 in a blog for The Workers' Paradise on the
police issue.65 Sociocracy calls for small-scale democratic units, linked together in parliamentary fashion. (There is considerable overlap here with some versions of the “citizen’s assembly” that I have been studying and writing about for some time.66)
McNamara sees cities as “solidarity cooperatives in which the residents control
and operate the functions of the city,” amplifying citizen engagement through a cooperative model of governance and management, and creating a “stronger new culture of
community.”67 Operating in such a context, the CCSCs could strengthen the communities in which they operated, helping correct the imbalance between government, business, and community we now all experience. (The question of fully restoring that balance is the focus of my present book project, “Democracy on a Human Scale.”)
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